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PWI Now Offers Same Day Shipping

for Rotables of CCFL Power Supplies

July 2, 2020: PWI unveils a new fixed price, same day shipping option for ten different overhauled CCFL 

(fluorescent) light power supply units. 

“This has been a long time in coming,” says Robi Lorik, President and CEO of PWI. “We were trying to find 

a way to save time for our customers and this seemed liked a logical step. Starting this new program will 

get them their unit ASAP.” PWI first started manufacturing interior fluorescent lighting systems for aircraft

back in 1972. Since then, PWI lighting has been the OEM supplier for use in Falcon, Gulfstream, Citation 

and Beechcraft King Air as well as other aircraft.

The service will be a three-step process. First the customer calls with the model number of the part as 

well as a credit card to cover the cost of the replacement. Then, PWI will ground ship the customer a 

completely overhauled power supply that same day the order is placed. The new program eliminates the 

previous pricing that could change depending on the condition of the unit. Now one fixed price is set for 

each power supply. Lastly, the customer has the option of sending in their damaged part in order to 

receive a $200 refund. The overhauled unit will then carry the 8130-3 airworthiness approval tag.

“We really wanted to streamline our service,” says Lorik. “It gets our customers their part quickly and 

easily. Our customers usually want their parts yesterday, so I think the same day service will provide the 

quick turnaround that customers need.” 
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There are some stipulations to the same day shipping service. PWI must receive the request before 3pm 

CST. PWI will only accept credit cards for this transaction, and the shipping cost will be included in the 

price of the repair as long as it is being shipped domestically. International shipping and extra costs 

related to requests for expedited shipping, will be added to the price of the unit. Lastly, PWI must receive 

the non-functional unit within 30 calendar days of the sales invoice in order to qualify for the $200 refund.

All overhauled units have a warranty of 12 months.

The new same day service applies to the following ten fluorescent lighting power supply units:

Part Number Price after Refund Part Number      Price after Refund

6900053-000 or 28S-40CC-4  $1400 6900054-031 $1050

6900053-001 or 28S-40CC-4A $1400 6900112-000 $1050

6900054-003 $1190 6900113-003 $805

6900054-004 $1050 6900115-000 $1050

6900173-000 $1050 6900053-010 $1400

Customers who have questions or would like to order a same day shipped unit are invited to call 316-942-

2811, email cynthia@pwi-e.com or visit the website at https://pwi-e.com/products/cold-cathode-

fluorescent-lighting/power-supply-service/

PWI also offers LED lighting to customers who want to upgrade from fluorescent lights to LED lighting. 

Visit the website at https://pwi-e.com/led-lighting/ to order LED upgrades.

Established in 1963, PWI has grown from constructing coil winding and magnetometers to designing 

electrical assemblies, electronics, contract manufacturing, and magnetometers.  PWI’s also specializes in 

producing a diverse range of customized aviation lighting, including fluorescent and LED. PWI is a FAA 

Repair Station and is FAR 145 certified. Aviation products can be purchased through our growing 

authorized dealer network. All PWI products can be ordered by emailing our sales department at 

sales@pwi-e.com.
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